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The Correlotion of Locol Citolion
Dolo with Cilotion Dolo from
Journol Citotion Reports

Jonice Kreider

forlocal citation datau;hen eoaluatingtheirjoum'als, uith certain cauti.ons.

global, librarians have questioned the rele-
iance ol'/CR's data to their own institu-
tions, pref'erring citation data generated
liom their own users'publications. These
Iocal data are more difficult to obtain, par-
ticularly ifone wishes to restrict the data to
one subject area, which is crucial because
citation pattems 

"ury 
by subiect lield and

a{I'ect citation figures. In order to deter-
mine how global citation data relates to lo-
cal citation data, I explored the correlation
between global citation data liom the,/CR
and Iocal citation data for the University of
British Columbia (UBC) lbr 20 subject
lields in the sciences and social sciences.

lV niversity librarians continue to
search {br data that helns them evaluate
their collections, particularly their jour-
nal collecti<lns, as subscription costs rise
approximately 107o each year and as addi-
tional lunds are needed to pay for access
to {ull-text electronic iournals. Use stud-
ies are time-consuming if one wants to ob-
tain enough data to mai<e the study mean-
ingful, and the compilation of the results
can be cumbersome. With the recent ap-
pearance oI loumal Citation Reports
(JCR) on CD-ROM, quantitative citation
data are now relatively simple to manipu-
late. Because the citation data on,[CR are
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LrrEnmunE REvIEw

Previous studies on the relationship of
global and local citation data have been
f'ew in number and limited to only a few
subject lields. Wiberley (1982) it,tdi"d
the relationship oflocal and national cita-
tion data fbr social work by using an ency-
clopedia and {bur periodicals as the
sources Ibr the national citations and local
citations {iom publications {rom lists of
{'aculty publications. He compared the
method of using earlier national citations
to predict Iater local citations with the
method of using earlier local citations to
predict later ones and concluded (358)
that fbr social work, "national databases of
citations are almost as good as local data in
predicting luture citation oflournals by
local authors." This conclusion therelbre
suggests that national citation data are
useful fbr jburnal selection. Wiberley's
study took place in a university known {br
its high productivity in publishing in the
field ofsocial work. but because the {ield
was one ofthe applied social sciences, the
{ield exhibits different citation patterns
than does a subject in the pure sCiences.

foswick and Stierman (1997) showed
that there was little relationship between
global citation data fiom/CR and local ci-
tation data gathered {rom the three cita-
tion databa^ses from the Institute {br Sci-
entilic Information (ISI) and organized
using DIALOG's "rank" commanil. How-
ever, all subjects were considered to-

cial science titles cited by the pro{'essors
and ,/CR's top cited titles, which lean
heavily toward scientific titles.

libraries, there is continuing &scussion
and debate on the relations[ip between
citation data and other indicaiors of the
use of journals in libraries. Since 1972,
there have been numerous studies and

reviews ofthe literature. Broadus (1985,
33) summarized previous studies and
stated that "counts based on the,fC.R can
be almost as good as expensive local [use]
studies forpredicting use ofperiodicals in
a given library." But Broadus cautions
against automatically eliminating a jour-
nal that has low global citation counts in
the library, as there can be valid local rea-
sons lbr retaining the title.

Bensman (1985) summarized re-
search on the correspondence between
global citation data and use, and despite
some conflicting studies, states (24) that
"ISI citation {iequency is measuring an
extremely power{ul variable in academic
library use, and. . . is undoubtedly one
of the most important measures that can
be utilized . . . [fbr] managing the jour-
nal collections of research libraries."
Bensman was not concerned that the cita-
tion data were not local.

Todorov and Gliinzel (1988) reviewed
studies on the relationship between jour-
nal citation measures and objective and
subjective ratings of scientific journals; in
some of the studies there was a positive
relationship, while in others there was
not. Kelland andYoung (1994) presented
a comprehensive review of the literature
on the relationship between citation data
and library use. Because the correlation
data vary, the authors conclude (86) that
"citations represent a form of literature
use, and to some extent that can be con-
sidered library use. . . . Actually, the rela-
tionship between library use and citations
is so complex that it should not be ex-
pected to produce high correlations."

Swigger and Wilkes (1991) compared
techniques (including using local citation
data generated by a DIALOG search of
ISI) when evaluating journals at Texas
Woman's University and concluded (52):
"There is only a weak correspondence be-
tween use of serials as measured by
reshelving data and by citation data, and
no correspondence between citation data
and the subjective judgments of faculty or
librarians." The Texas Womant Univer-
sity has graduate programs in allied
health, education, and library science, so
the results are limited to thoie fields. On
the other hand, Bensman (1996) showed
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total agreement that the relationship of
citation data with other indicators ofuse
in libraries is strong, it generally is ac-
knowledged that such a relationship exists
and that it is worthwhile to take citation
data into account with other measures
when evaluating journal titles.

The question remains whether the ci-
tation data must be local, or whether
global data are just as use{ul. Despite the
dif{iculties inherent in generating local
citation data, authors ofarticles published
in the last several years reveal tliat librari-
ans are using local citation data in prefer-
ence to, or in addition to, global citation
data due to a widespread reluctance to
rely on global citation data to evaluate
journals. Haas and Kisling (1994) re-
ported on a project at the 

-University 
of

Florida to eualnite the relevance oftheir
science iournal collection using local cita-
tion dafa produced from ISII Schmidt,
Davis, and Jahr (1994) used local citation

theses and dissertations in a cost ratio to
evaluate their psycholory journal collec-
tion at St. Mary's University. Hughes
(Igg5) examined local citation and publi-
cation data along with global data when
ranhng journals in molecular and cellular
biology at Pennsylvania State University.
Dole and Chang (1996) conducted {bur
local citation analvses in the fields of
marine sciences, chemistry and sciences
as awhole to produce local citation data to
use along with f'aculty rankings and use
studies in preparation {br a journal
cancellation project at the State Univer-
sity of New York at Stony Brook.
Loughner (1996) produced local citation
data {iom ISI to evaluate use of science
journals at the University of Georgia.
Lambert and Taylor (1996), who evalu-
ated journals at Staffbrdshire University

in the U.K., stated (318): "Citation rank-
ings seemed too general; we would not
hale t'elt lustifiedln canceling subscrip-
tions purelyon the basis ofexternallygen-
erated lists."

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Citation data are commonly used along
with other criteria such as reshelving
statistics and ratings by faculty and librar-
ians to determine core journal titles in a
field or to lind candidates fbr cancella-
tion. Librarians often rely on local cita-
tion data rather than global citation data,
despite the ease ofgathering global cita-
tion data and the ability to manipulate
them electronically, using the CD-ROM
version oI lCR. Libraria-ns nevertheless
remain unconvinced of the value of global
citation data, thanks partly to the lack of
studies. The purpose ofthis studyis to ex-
plore the corielation between global cita-
iion data and local citation data to deter-
mine the potential of relying on global

citation daia instead oflocil citation data,
fbr evaluating a journal collection. A sec-
ond purpose is to design and test a consis-
tent method lbr obtaining correlations
across a number of subject {ields at one
specilic institution.

SOURCES OF DATA

The local institution involved in this study

has ranged between 25 and 30 during the
past 10 years.^ 

The local citation data were provided
by the Local Journal Utilization Report

tiJUn), produced by ISI fiom its dlata-
baie specilically for UBC. This report, in a
database fbrmat, contains counts for the
number of umes authors from UBC cited
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specific journals during a 12.5-year period
lrom January 1981 to June 1993. The
L|UR was generated using all author ad-
dresses, not solely the {irst author.

The 1994 edifion o{,fCR on CD-ROM
produced by ISI was the source of the
global citation data {br this study. The spe-
cific global citation data used were lhe'1994 

Total Cites," which is the number
of times a given journal title was noted as
beinq cited-in ISi'.s Science Citation Index
and Social Sciences Citation Index during
1994.

The time periods of the two sets of data
do not overlap; the sources were chosen
because they were available in electronic
fbrmat, which facilitated analpis using
spreadsheets and databases. ISI produced
the Lf UR for UBC in lgg3, bu[ the /CR
was not available on CD-ROM until the
1994 edition was produced in 1995.

Because this proiect was based on ISI
data, it has all the limitations of that data-
base:
o errors in the data themselves
. the limited number of journals cov-

ered (an example is the field of law, fbr
which only g6 titles are listed in JCR,
which led to the exclusion of tho sub-
ject oflaw in this study)

c JCR is based only on journals; hence
citations to journal articles from other
types ofpublicatiens are not included,
and {br sublect areas that are less jour-
nal-centric, these might be significant

o f'ew foreigfr language titles are included

ther global or local citation data com-
parable to those fiom well-established
titles

METHoD

In-orde-r to identi{yjournal titles {br a spe-
cific subject field, two sources were usbd.
The lirst was the/CR, which assigns each
journal title to one or more subie-t fields.
The second was UBCi existing local cod-
ing ol' all active subscriptioni to one or
more ofthe 20 subiects under consider-

ation, corresponding to departments at
the university. The subjects assigned by
the/CR are finer categories than those as-
signed by UBC. In order to have them
correspond as much as possible, the JCR
was filtered to obtain similar subiect
groupings. For example, to correspond
with the subject of "Chemistry" as de-
fined by UBC, the following subject cate-
gories were chosen from the/CR: Chem-
istry; Chemistry, analltical; Chemistry,
inorganic and nuclear; Chemistry, or-
ganic; Chemistry, physical; Electrochem-
istry; and Spectroscopy.

The following databases were loaded
into a local database on a personal com-
puter: the LIUR, the list of'titles lbr each
ol'the 20 subjects {iom the,fCR, and the

,/CR lists ofall science titles and social sci-
ence titles. Using the UBC subject list-
ings ol'subscriptions, subject codes were
keyed into the LJUR. If ;UBC subscrip-
tion was not in the LJUR, the title was
added, with zero as the number of cita-
tions. The database was used to create a
list fbr each subject, with the lbllowing in-
Ibrmation fbr each lournal: (l) its title as
abbreviated by ISI;i2) the global citation
count (i.e., the 1994 total citations from

/CR); and (3) the local citation count (i.e.,
the number of times UBC authors cited
the title over the 72.5 year period from
the LJUR). The beginning o1'one of these
lists ii shown in t;ble r lbr the tield of
zoology.

The Pearson correlation coe{Iicient
was chosen to measure the correlation
between the qlobal citation data and the
local citation"data. The Pearson correla-
tion coeflicient reflects the extent ofa lin-
ear relationshirr between two sets of data:
it ranges between -1 (indicating a perf'eci
negative relationshlp) and +l (indicating a
perf'ect positive correlation). A correlation
close to +I indicates a stronq correlation.
Other correlation stutlies hlve used the
Spearman correlation coeflicient, which
measures the correlation of ranked data.
However, if the raw data are available (not
just the rankings), it is pre{'erable to use
the Pearson correlation because the actual
data give more information, such as the
varying size ol'gaps between the ranked
data. Belbre applying the Pearson correla-
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TABLE 1

Zoor-ocr fouRNAL TITLES wttH Gloner- (rnou/CR)
nrup Locer. (FRoM LTUR) CITATIoN Couurs

Abbreviated Title Global Local

ACAROLOGIA

ACTAANAT

ACTA BIOL CRACOV ZOO

ACTAPHYTOPATHOL HUN

ACTAPROTOZOOL

ACTATHERIOL

ACTA ZOOL HUNG

ACTA ZOOL.STOCKHOLM

ADV INSECT PHYSIOL

ADV PARASIT

ADV STUD BEHAV

AFR J ECOL

AM BEE I
AM ENTOMOLOGIST

AM J PHYS ANTHROPOL

AM J PHYSIOL

AM J PRIMATOL

AM MALACOL BULL

AM ZOOL

AMPHIPACIFICA

r42

L , D I Z

3
97

lvD

360
J J

397

425

481

336

189

IDD

0

2,642

78,546

826
.to

2,652
0

0

38
0
0

0
I3
0
J

34

12

13

D

0

4

41

2,634

0

4

202

0

tion, the citation ligures were transfbrmed
using the logarithmic trans{brmation. The
decision to transfbrm the data was based
on an examination of the histograms of the
data {br the field of microbiolory. For that
Iield, both the global and the local citation
data sets were dominated by a small num-
ber of highly cited journals; in statistical
terminology, the variance increases with
the mean, resulting in a negative binomial
distribution. The other subject fields ap-
peared to have similar distributions. Fig-
ure I illustrates the dominance in the field
of zoology by one title, in this case the
Am.erican Joumal of Physiology, for both
local and global citations. These observa-
tions agree with those of Bensman (1996),
who has worked with similar citation
counts and who noted that the logarithmic
transformation is an appropriate way of
dealing with such data.

tent. The LJUR required extensive editing
in order to combine titles with di{I'erent
abbreviations, to combine tides that had
changed, and to correct errors. When the
editing was completed, a great many titles
listed ivith only one citatioi remained, and
many of these were dif{icult to identifr by
full title, either because they were eso-
teric, ambiguous, incorrectly ibbreviated,
or ref'erreito monographs. Examples of
such titles include PHYSIS, PLENARY
LECTURE, and fiB PSYCHIATRY. In
order to eliminate having to spend undue
time identilying these titles of little im-
portance and in order to make the data-'base 

smaller and easier to manipulate, all
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Figure 1. Scatter Plot of Raw Data for Zoolog;r Titles,

CANADIAN, BC, BRITISH COLUM-
BIA, VANCOLIVER, etc., because we
wishedto retain as much Canadian data as
was feasible. Although not necessary {br
this correlation stuay, obvious mbno-
graphs; titles indicated as INpRESS,
UNPUB, and THESIS; and titles begin-
ning with numbers or abbreviationi of
months were eliminated.

Another modification to the Lf UR was
its expansion to include 755 titles in the 20
subject fields to which UBC actively sub-
scribes. These titles had a local cilation

citations at UBC, foreign titles, and titles
perhaps a bit outside aitrict delinition of
journal such as the Yearbook of Astron-
orny. Modiftcations to the /CR were also

needed, because it was alreadv several
years old and numerous tiiles had
changed or split into parts, so data for the
various versions of a title had to be gath-
ered underthe latestversion ofthe nime.

The Lf UR ended up with 10,60I titles,
with locai citations ran'ging from a high oi
5,350 fbr the Proceedligs-of the Nat{onal
Acuderny of Sciences tolheiSS titles with

1,402 titles, with global citations ranginq
liom a high of 20,638 for Archioes of Ceri
eral Psychiatry to a low of one citation for

Discussion of Results
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TABLE 2
Connn,rrroN or GLoseL enn Local CImtloN Dn.Ie

Srrbier:t Field

Pearson Pearson Correlation
Correlation of IngarithmicallY
of Raw Data Trmsformed Data

Microbiolory

Forestry

Astronomy

Economics

Business and Management

Biochemistry

Pharmacy

Computer Science

Mining

Biolory

Botany

Mathematics

Zoology

Physics

Mechanical Engineering

Librarianship

Geology

Chemistry

Metals and Materials
Chemical Engineering

89

140

42

260

279

272

176

254

39

346

154

307

220

343

r77

I35

208

40r

2r2

148

0.953

0.817

0 963

0.916

0.849

0.959

0.832

0.696

0.617

0.968

0.783

0.800

0.927

0 903

0.816

0.613

0.818

0.871

0.579

0.477

0.814
0.810
0.755
0.731
0.695
0.687
0.682
0.681
0.677
0.675
0.661
0.634
0.634
0.625
0.623
0.622
0.607
0.567
0.547
0.530

N = number ofjournal tides in each subject

of journal titles in each subject cohort.
The correlations between the global and
local citation counts using the raw data

bution ofthe data (large clusters ofboth
global and local citation data dominating
the low end) indicates that more realistic
correlations can be obtained from the
transformed data. This led to the ratio-
nale {br arranging the table in descending
order by correlation ofthe data after a log-
arithmic transformation was performed.
The actual ranking of the subiects is less
important than the {'act that the correla-
tion ligures are moderate to moderately
high fbr all the subiects. The scatter plots
of the transfbrmed data show a linear rela-
tionship of varying strength fbr each sub-

ject, a relationship that gets decidedly
weaker for the smaller c'itation values.
Figure 2 shows the relationship lbr zool-
ogy. Note the cone shape of the data
p6ints that gets wider for the smaller
lrulu"r, indic*ating the increasing weak-
ness ofthe relationship as the citation val-
ues decrease. The {act that the linear rela-
tionship between the global and local
citation transfbrmed dat"a gets weaker lbr
the smaller values has implications for
libraries. lt means that a low global cita-
tion count does not always imply a corre-

mit any general conclusions about the
strength of a subjectt correlation based
on whether the subject is a pure or an ap-
plied science, a science or a social sci-
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Figure 2. Scatter Plot of Translbrmed Data fbr Zoolog;r Titles.

An interesting phenomenon is that
local citation data- aie zero lbr numerous
joumals in all 20 subject fields. There
.seem to be three reasons for this. First of
alI, 755 titles were imported into the sub-

reason is that most of the titles from the
LJUR that had only a single citation were
culled. Finally, some of these titles are sim-
ply of little rele'nr.r"" to research at UBC
(e.g., American Bee Journal).

It might be assumed that researchers
at UBC would cite Canadian iournals
more heavily than would be the cise glob-
ally, which would produce relativelv
lower correlations in this study th#
would be obtained lbr an institution in the
U.S. However, each subiect {ieldincludes
only a {'ew Canadian titl-es, and olten only
one is truly important, so the effect is
minimal. The subject list {br business and
management includes 25 Canadian titles,
more than the other disciplines. Exclud-
ing the 25 Canadian titles and then recal-
culating resulted in a correlatio n oI .702,
compared with the correlation of .6g5
when the Canadian titles were included.
However, the opposite ell'ect occurred in
lbrestry, whicli lncluded l4 Canadian

titles; recalculating the correlation with-
out the Canadian t-itles gave a correlation
oI'. 794 instead of the .81-0 when the Cana-
dian titles were included.

The /CR data (1994) and the LJUR
data (1981-93) obviously do not come
liom the same time periods. At the time
of this study, there was only one year of

JCR data available on CD-ROM, and it
might have seemed more worthwhile to
have used only one year oflocal data (and
liom the r"tn" y""i) to correspond pre-
cisely with the one year oI global data.
However, fbr a given year, local citation
data are considerably sparser than global
citation data. Just as use studies based on
reshelving counts require a long time
liame to be representative, a citation
study using merely one year of local cita-
tions would not be as indicative of local ci-
tation practices as more years would be,
both in terms of the variety ol' titles cov-
ered and citation counts themselves.
making a reliable correlation {igure dif{i-
cult to obtain. Whether a{'ull 12.5 years of
Iocal citation datawas necessary is open to
debate. Certainlywith onlyone yeai ol'lo-
cal data, the co.r'"lution. *onld have been

Line (1985) lbund a 92Vo overlap f'or the
top 500 journals cited the most fre-
quently in ISI'.s Science Citation lndex
(SCf) in 1979 and in 1982. For the Social
Science Citation Index (SSCf), there was
an877o overlap for the same time period.
Hence, using/C.R data (which are drawn
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from SCI and SSCI) {rom a difl'erent year
than that covered by LJUR should have a
relatively minor impact on the results.
The local citation data on LfUR would
vary more {rom yearto yearthin do global
data. ISI has since enhanced the product
to indicate the years of the citations, mak-
ing it possible to study the growth or de-
cline in citations lbr a particular title.

The nature of this project required
that it be speci{ic to our institution, and
factors unique to UBC might have a{'-
fected the data in unknown ways. There-
fore, the results should not be over-
generalized for use by other institutions
but rather should be viewed as providing
an exploratory study of correlations for
various subject {ields using a speci{ic
method. The relative correlation for each
subject is ofless importance than the fact
that a moderate to moderately strong cor-
relation was shown consistently {br all 20
subjects. This allows others to consider
the similarity of their situation to UBC
and to decide whether the size ofthe re-
sulting correlations merits their substitut-
ing global citation data fbr local citation
datawhen determining the importance of
a journal to their library collection.

Because both the /CR data and the
LJUR data come {iom ISI, it could be
argued that the result has a high inherent
correlation because ISIt database is
basedonlyon journals andthe set ofjour-
nals is limited. A better method might be
that of obtaining the local citation data
directly fiom local publications ofvarious
types, as has been done by some librarians
when evaluating journals, such as Sylvia
and Lesher (1995), whose source oflocal
citations was graduate theses in psychol-
ogy, and Dole and Chang (1996), who
obtained local citations not only liom a
search ol'ISI but also fiom a list ofpubli
cations by their faculty in marine sciences
and Iiom doctoral theses in chemistry.
The local citations produced by the Iist of
publications of the marine science I'aculty
were dispersed over more titles than the
ISI study, but the years of coverage did
not coincide by date or length. Obtaining
Iocal citation datafrom sources otherthan
ISI could produce more data, particularly
in Iields where the nature of publishing

includes a substantial proportion ofnon-

iournal {brmats, such as monographs,
ionl'erence proceedings, preprints, and
technical reports. Obtaining local citation
data {rom tb,t.""t other tf,an ISI, how-
ever, has the disadvantage of being ex-
tremely time-consuming to compile and
orq-:anize; consequently frast studies have
be"en limited to few subiect fields. It is dif'-
ficult to evaluate studies of one subject
area in isolation, and it is next to impossi-
ble to compare studies in whichwildly dif'-
f'erent methods were used. The obvious
advantage ofthe method presented here
is that it can be done on a personal com-
puter, and allows numerous subjects to be
Examined and results compared.

IMPLTcATIoNS FoR LrBnARrEs

It should be noted that the usefulness of

by students do not bear any relationship
to the number of citations in faculty pub-
Iications. Moorbath (1993) studied the
nursing literature and concluded (44)

that there is "a significant difl'erence
between rank by student use and rank in
the Citation lndex." On the other hand,
Zipp (1996) found a positive association
between f'aculty citations and citations in
theses and dissertations. It should also be
remembered that results of this study are
not applicable to smaller institutions that
cannot offer as broad a base ofongoing re-
search and publishing, because the local
research might be less likely to corre-
spond with global research and thus prob-
^'blu result ]tr l'ar lower correlationls be-
tw6en local and global citation data.
Swigger andWilkes (1991,44) stated that
usin-g- local citation data is "likely more
valid, particularly fbr small to medium
institu[ions where research is more lim-
ited in scope and number ofprojects than
at Iarge universities with large I'aculties."
Svlviiand Lesher (1995) used local cita-
tiLn data but also advocated considering
shelving counts.
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The results ofthis study do not qive us
information on whether the titles ciited in
a specific subject field were cited by re-
searchers in that particular subject de-
partment. Because the data from the
LJUR span the entire university, cita-
tions to a journal could easily be made by
someone from a department in a dif{'er-
ent subject area. This has implications
{br academic department libraries,
which are interested in limiting the evd-
uation of journals to their specific sub-
ject area or perhaps primarily are inter-
ested in the research scope ol' their
specilic department. The growinq inter-
dlsciplinary use ofjournali and tf,eir es-
calating costs mean that most institutions
have to take an institution-wide view to
their library collections, so for them the
department ofthe researcher is increas-
ingly irrelevant.

Cotrlcl-uslor.l

University librarians are always searching
forways tb evaluate joumals, due to the inl
creasing costs ofjournals, the creation of
new journals, and the limitation of funds.
Data olten considered include circulation

when considered along with subiective
evaluations bv faculw and librarians. ne-
cently, librari'an, ,u"L ^ Schmidt, Davis,
and Jahr (f994), Hughes (1995), Sittig
and Kaalaas-Situg (1995), and Loughnei
(1996) have prop6sedvarious tools-or in-

prece_ding 12.S-year period for a large re-
search-oriented university {br 20 subject

fields, suggesting that large research-
oriented universiw libraries could con-
sider substituting the more easily-
obtainable global citation data (from

/CR) fbr local citation data (whether
from ISI's LIUR or a search oftheir cita-
tion indexes or from an analysis oflocal
publications ) when evaluating their jour-
nals. High global citation counts have
been shown to correlate with local cita-
tion counts. However, because the rela-
tionship between the global and local ci-
tation data gets weaker {br the lower
values ofthe data,librarians should exer-
cise caution when evaluating titles with a
low number of global citations and seri-
ously take other {'actors into account. Fac-
ulty members are likely to be more inter-
ested in local data, so iflocal citation data
are readily available such as ISI's L|UR,
they can serve a double purpose as a tool
ofinterest to the faculty along with being
ofuse to the librarian, who, because ofthe
correlation of global and local data, has
little need to consider global citation data
in addition.
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